
DEPARTMENT OF POSTS, INDIA
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF POSTMASTER GENERAL
WEST BENGAL CIRCLE, KOLKATA 700012

Memo No,SFA/P-68/XXII
Dated 03,04,2017

Sub: Temporary & Offg, promotion in JTS of Gr,A cadre,

The following orders of the competent authority regarding temporary & offg, promotion of PS Gr.B officer to JTS Gr,A in
the pre-revised pay scale of Rs.15600-391 OO(PB-3)with pre-revised GP Rs,5400/- for a maximum period of 11 months/retirement
/ till regular incumbent joins or any other administrative exigencies whichever is earlier are issued to have immediate effect.

SINo Name of the officer Present posting Remarks

1. Sri Parimal Kr. Mitra SPOs, Birbhum On Vice vacant post

2 Sri Oebkanti Oasgupta SRM, RMS "H" On Vice vacant post

The above officers who are promoted to JTS of IPS Gr,A in the pre-revised pay band of Rs,15600-39100/- (PB-3) with
pre-revised grade pay of Rs,5400/- are given to understand that their promotion to JTS of IPS Gr,A is purely on temporary and
offg, basis for a maximum period of 11 months/retirement / till joining of the regular incumbent or any other administrative
exigencies whichever is earlier and will not confer upon them any right or claim for regular absorption, The service rendered will
not count for the purpose of fixation of seniority or continuance in the grade, This temporary arrangement will automatically cease
after 11 months/from the date of superannuation of the officer / till joining of the regular incumbent or any other administrative

exigencies whichever is earlier.

2, The officers should positively relieve themselves from the promotional post on the date of completion of 11
months from the date of assumption of charge of the promotional post, if not reverted earlier and send a copy of

relinquishing charge report to this office.
3. In case any vigilance/disc, case is pending or contemplated against the officer, in that case the promotion order should
not be effected and a detailed report in this regard should be submitted to this office immediately,

4, Posting order in JTS Gr, 'A' cadre in respect of the above mentioned officers is being issued separately,

Relevant charge reports should be sent to all concerned k
(SKB~\'r

Asstt.Director of Postal Services(Staff & E&PN)
W B Circle, Kolkata-700012

Copy to:
1.
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4,
5,
3.
4,
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6,

The OG Posts, Oak Bhawan, New Oelhi-110001.
The PMsG Kolkata/M&BO, Kolkata-12"
The GM(PA&F),/AO Central WB Postal Circle, Kolkata-7000012,
The SPOs, Birbhum On,
The SRM, RMS "H" On, j '(l I

The AO(Alcs)/AO(OL)/Sr.PS to CPMG, CO Kol-12/1t!> {T~ f,.r v.f IA.J """L '1- ~ Clt..~H' ZJ 0104-. I-cL.
Officer concerned/PF of the officer.
Copy to file No,SFA/P-11/XXVIl (
Spare, ~'y

(S K B~b'"'\t
Asstt.Oirector of Postal Services(Staff & E&PN)

W B Circle, Kolkata-700012

Postal Stores Depot, Kolkata Department of Post


